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NATURE OF PHYSICAL PROBLEM -. DSAM for nuclear lifetimes measurements needs 
accurate nuclear stopping powers. Using self supporting targets and known 
long-lived levels, DSAM satisfies that condition and thus provides rather 
good lifetimes measurements. 

METHOD i For given lifetime and stopping powers, the line shape of the 
Doppler distorted y-ray is built up by taking into account successively 
the 

- particles evaporation (n,p,a) 
. - siowing-down of the recoiling nuclei in the target 
- different feeding laws of the studied levels 
- energy response of the used GeLi detector (including solid angle 
correction). 

The best fit of the experimental line is chosen upon the chi-square 
criterion. 

mEDICTIOVS 0!J THE COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM : 

- Number of evaporated particles must be ,$ 3, (2a maximum) 
- range of lifetime measurements : 0,02 < T < 5 ps 
- typical recoiling ions initial velocity : 6=1%» typical nuclei mass 

9 
and target ! 50 < A < 80, typical target thickness : 1 mg/cm « • 

- Number of mixed y rays to be analyzed must be ̂  2. T 

TYPICAL RVMIffG TIME i about 1/2 s per one line.shape fit. 



LONG WRITE UP 

1) INTRODUCTION 
The present Doppler Shift Attenuation Method, for nuclear life

times measurements using self supporting target, has already been des
cribed in references [1] and [2]. Therefore this paper only mentions the 
peculiar features of that DSAM, describes several code facilities« cotwents 
the subroutines working along the program structure, in order to be easily 
handled by other physicists. 

This DSAH code has already been used for nuclear lifetimes 
measurements through (a, 2ny)# (a, pny) reactions induced 
by a particles at E - 30 Mev in several nuclei : Ge,. Ge and Zn [11, 
Ge 12], V [3] Cu [4]. At the same time as we investigated that 

method, I.Kh Lenberg and A.A. Pasternak [5] discovered the same way to 
extract the nuclear and atomic stopping powers from the slowing-down of 
ions in a semi-thick target using a long-lived level. The Leningrad group 
used it to measure lifetimes in Ge[6] and ' Se [7] though a or heavy 
ions induced reactions. 

2) THE PHYSICAL METHOD 

Doppler Shift attenuation method for nuclear lifetime measurements 
needs good knowledge of stopping powers. Although the nuclear stopping 
power may be neglected for a recoiling ions initial velocity 6 > 4% [that 
explains the use of "inverse reaction" where the he ivy ions beam bombards 
an a, p target), its accurate knowledge is very important when 6 < 1*» 
becauser in the slowing-down of the. recoiling nuclei, it takes a part as 
prominent as the atomic stopping power. 

The use of a self supporting target and the existence in the 
produced nuclei of a long lived level (lO ps < T < 1 ns) provide an useful 
way to get good stopping powers, under those conditions the line shape 
only depends on the stopping powers and the target thickness : with a 
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* 1 mg/cm target thickness, the unshifted peak contains y rays emitted 

by nuclei trapped inside the target, the shifted part is related to 

the nuclei which escape out of the target and recoil in vacuum. Whatever 

the lifetime is, as far as it is longer than a limit T- - 6 ps, the line 

shape of the Doppler distorted y ray remains constant.(In masses A * 60 

such a long lived y ray may be provided for example by ground state tran

sitions, because their apparent lifetime accumulates all feeding lifetimes)» 

That method is thus an useful way to renorja the nuclear stopping power by 

taking into account bad knowledge of the long lifetime, of the target 

thickness and of the incident energy. 

In addition to that advantage of obtaining good stopping powers, 

such a DSAM has also others- It needs stopping powers of only one material, 

what is not the case of usual DSAM : the use of a backing different from 

the target which cannot be infinitely thin to get good counting rates, 

.introduces an error which is difficult to estimate. Moreover, the slowing-

down of the ion through the target is computed step by step, and it is 

easy to introduce feeding ways of the studied level as complex as it is 

wanted. 

However, when the intensity of relatively long feeding lifetimes 

of the studied level becomes important with respect to the prompt life

time side-feeding(assumed to be T = O) the lifetime determination becomes 

hazardeous(chi square minimum is very flat). The only solution to avoid 

these feeding problems is to perform coïncidences as in Ref [B,l0] and thus 

get bad statistics... 
The present method consists experiicentaly in recording 3 single y ray 

spectra of the studied reaction at the angles : 90* and two other angles 9° 

as close as possible to 0° and 180° with respect to the beam direction. 

The 90° spectrum is used to get the energy of the studied line (which is 

taken Gaussian like) and the detector solid angle. The target must be per

pendicular to the beam direction for the backward and forward angles. 

The choice of the measured value of the lifetime for given 

stopping powers (or the choice of nuclear stopping powers for a given long 

lifetime) is based upon the best chi-square fit of the studied line in the 

experimental spectrum at 6° (forward and/or backward angle according to 

clearness of the peak area). 



• 3) PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
The program consists of the main program TOST and 21 functions 

or subroutines. Fig. 1 and Pig 2 show for two cases (analysis of a pure 
Doppler-shifted line and analysis of two mixed lines) the used input data 
(cards or spectra) and the subroutines calls. The different facili
ties of the main program TOST are described in 3.1. 

3.1. TOST 
The main program TOST presents various options according 

to indicators values (INDlr IND2, IND3, IHD4) which are read on the input 
card n p2. "Parameters". 
- The normal search of lifetime is performed in a loop on lifetimes TO 
.around the presumed value {IND1 = IND2 = IND3 = IND4 = 0) (see Fig. 1 ). 

- If IND2 = 1/ TOST computes theoretical F( T ) , without reading the expe
rimental spectra, in a loop on lifetimes TO and for given stopping powers. 

- If IND3 = 1 / TOST calculates the sine of the solid angle of the detector 
b» comparison of the radioactivity resolution (linearly interpolated 
between two radioactivity reference peaks} with the experimental variance 
of the whole peak on the 90° spectrum. 

- IND4 * 1 is for the case of search of nuclear stopping powers on a line of 
known long lifetime. loops are done on parameters CAN and EXPO when the 
nuclear stopping power is de/dp = ax/exp(x^/2 ) with CAN = a and 

1/2 EXPO - b (x = b E ; e is the reduced energy of Blaugrund [12]). 
- When IND4. = 2, TOST deals with the case of two mixed lines, one of them 
having a known lifetime (see fig. 2). . 

3.2. EVAP 
TOST reads and prints data of the input card 1 which precises 

the geometry of the reaction (incident ion, target, target thickness, 
evaporated particles detector angle, etc..) and subroutine EVAP computes 
the recoil velocities and directions of the emitting nuclei with the help 
of two subroutines ANGU and SORT. Evaporated particles are assumed to have 
coulomb barrier energy and neutrons 2 HeV with a uniform cross section dc/dfl in 
the center of mass system. The whole interval of velocity is divided in 5 slice 
(Fig. 3a) each of those slices is divided in two regions i the central region" whs 
nuclei are suppmed to recoil in beam direction ; an external crown region 



Which corresponds to those nuclei which recoil in a direction<f with respect. 
to the beam direction • It is necessary to take into account 
the particles evaporation in such a wgr to fit well the line shape when a 
are emitted. In that case the maximum recoil of the nucleus, due to the 
evaporated particles, may be of the order of the center of mass velocity. 

58 Pig. 4 shows fits of two lines obtained in the same reaction Ni + a at 
6 - 3 2 MeV: n 
- the fit of the Mi 10B4 keV line (T = 423 ps measured with the plunder 
method by G. MOYAT et al. [11]) through 8Ni(a, 2p.Y) ^Ni 

- the fit of the Co 1224 JceV line through Ni(a,a py) Co 

The separation between the Doppler-shifted peak and the full 
energy peak is much more marked for the Ni lin* than for the Co line. 

3.3. ANGU 
Called by EVAP subroutine ANGU computes and memories sine and 

cosine of the colatitude 6 and azimuth <f of the evaporated particles with 
respect to the beam axis. 

3.4. SORT 
Called by EVAP, SORT is used to sort the velocities and directions 

Of the recoiling nuclei among the different speeds and directions intervals. 

3.5. GER 
Function GER is the G function (formula 15 of ref- [12]) used 

by Blaugrund to take into account the aperture of the velocity cone of 
the recoiling nuclei. 

3.6. VITROM 
Subroutine VITROM computes the slowing-down of recoiling nucleus 

Of BO initial velocity through the target which is divided along the beam 
direction in NTT = 300 slices of equal thickness. PE and PN are the atomic 
and nuclear stopping powers. At each target slice number» the elapsed time 
TE and the velocity BE of the nucleus, are computed, assuming that the 
nucleus has been formed in the first slice. 



The maximal number of slices and the time reached when BE is 

zero, give the range and the stopping-time of the recoiling ion through 

the target. 

3.7.ETALO 

Subroutine ETALO calls subroutine LECTURE to read single y 

spectrum, computes energy calibration of the spectrum and energy resolution 

of two reference peaks taken in the 90* spectrum and the 8" spectrum. In 

the 8° spectrum a linear interpolation of these energy resolutions give the 

energy response of the GeLi detector at the studied Y line energy. 

3.8. LECTURE 

Called by ETALO, subroutine LECTURE reads 7 spectra stored on 

Diskpack in the GAMANAL format [13]. 

•3.9-CENTRO 

Called by ETALO, subroutine CEKTRO reads "and prints the channel, 

energy and resolution of a reference peak. 

3.10. CENTRE 

Called by CENTRO and G0S9 subroutine CENTRE computes the centroîd 

abscissa and the full width half magnitude of a gaussian like shaped peak, 

after subtraction of linear background. 

3.11. DROITE ( 

Called by CENTRO« subroutine DROITE fits .2 selected background 

areas in the neighbourhood of the peak by a straight line-background. 

3.12. SIMONE 

Called by CENTRO and DROITE, subroutine ,'ïlHONE makes inversion 

of a symmetrical matrix of dimension N (written as n vector) 

3.13- G0S9 

Subroutine G0S9 reads the input card which characterises the stu

died peak in the 90" spectrum, computes Jts energy and. memories a part 

of spectrum including a perturbating peak which will be substracted with a 

coefficient COEF to the fitted line at 8°. 



3.14. PRESP 

Subroutine PRES? works on the 6° spectrum : it prepares the 

Y line to be fitted by a substraction of the background computed by DROITE, -

then by substraction of the perturbating peak read in GOS9. 

3.15. SOUPR 

Subroutine SOUPR is only a group of subroutines. It contains 

a loop on the 5 velocity slices which calls DESIN and DISVIT. 

3.16. DESIN 

Called by SOUPR, subroutine DESIN computes the number ATOM of 

nuclei which decay in a target slice and the number FTE of nuclei which 

are still to decay in that slice, assuming one nucleus has been produced 

in the first slice of the target. 

" 3.17, FDET 

Called by DESIN, function FDET computes the activity of a nucleus 

according to the time elapsed since its formation. Six cases are considered : 

case 1 - the level has only prompt feeding - (A=l if no radioactivity conpona;' 

case 2 - the level is partly fed by a state of lifetime TOl {ratio 3) 

case 3 - the level is fed by two levels as in case 2 (ratios B and C) 

case 4 - the level is fed by 3 levels as in case 2 

case 5 - the level is fed as in case 3, and moreover by a level of 

lifetime T03, which is also fed by another level of lifetime 

T04. 

case û - the level is described by 2 lifetimes (case of two mixed lines 

of same energy). 

The ratios A, B, C, D. E affect the relative intensity of prompt side-feeding 

solely. 

More details are given on Fig. 8 of ref. [1]. 

3.18. DISVIT y _ 

Called by SOUPR, DISVIT is the key-program of the whole. Without 

taking into account the detector (response, aperture angle, angle of detec

tion) , it constructs the velocity spectrum of the nuclei 

- which recoil along the beam axis for five velocity intervals 

. - which recoil in the target with an angle \jf around the beam axis, for each 

of the 5 velocity intervals. Each of these five external crowns is divided 
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divided in 4-equal parts (1-2-3-4) giving 4 average recoil directions 
of the nuclei (angle ky with respect to the beam direction - see fig. 3b). ' 
Two directions (1 and 2) are located in the plane which contains the beam 
and the GeLi detector : that gives e + Wp as Doppler angles. The other 
two directions (3-4) are in the plane which is orthogonal to the precee- , 
ding plane and contains the beam : that gives : Arc cosine (cos 8 cos kV) 
as Doppler angle. 

in each case DISVIT takes into account j 

- nuclei emitting -y in flight inside thé target 
- nuclei emitting y at rest inside the target (in the same way as radicactivity 

• - nuclei emitting in flight wten they escape out of the target 
(from what is extracted the upper limit T = 1 ns for long 
lifetimes which are used to determine nuclear stopping powers ,* 
the geometry of detection must not vary, and for a deLector 
IS cm far from the target, a 3 mm flight of nuclei recoiling 
in vacuum is acceptable and gives for a & = 1% speed of nuclei 
the above limit of T = Ins). 

A smoothing procedure on the non-zero velocity spectrum is used to prevent 
jumps in the spectra of nuclei which do not recoil along the beam axis. 

That velocity spectrum is normalized (unitary area), it contains 
HVIP = 7o channels. The channels from 10 to NVI = 30 contain velocities 
.located between values zero and S . 6 is the center of mass speed. 

o o -̂  
3.19. EFDETO 

Subroutine EFDETO gives the usual F('T> relative Doppler shift 
ratio which is computed on the velocity spectrum of DISVIT. 

3.20. PICDOP 
Subroutine PICDOP computes the normalized theoretical spectrum 

taking into account the detector characteristics. The detector response 
is assumed to be gaussian like, the FWHM is calculated by linear interpo
lation between the two reference peaks fitted by gaussian curves in ETALO 
on the 6° spectrum. To take into account the aperture of the detector solid 
angle,- the FW1IM of the gaussian is slightly variable as explained in 
ref. tij PICDOP gives also L*ie ratio of the unshifted peak height to the 
shifted peak height : it might be compared to the experimental ratio as a 
first test of fit quality. 



3.21. QUI1 
Subroutine QUI1 adjusts the theoretical curve to the experimental 

line by least chi- square, gives the x 2 value and tracks the theoretical 
and experimental line shapes if this last value is sufficiently near to 
the preeceding one computed in a loop on the lifetime (or on the stopping 
powers according to the selected aim). QUI1 is used when the linear back
ground is substracted under the experimental line (INDl = 0) to be plotted. 

3.22. QUI2 
Subroutine QUI2 has the same functions as QUI1, but it is 

employed when the final plots of the theoretical and experimental lines 
include the background (INDl = 1) 

4) INPOT CARDS 

Input cards are formated in multiples of 5 in order to be easily 
punched. There are only 7 different types of cards.' 

4.1. CARD "REACTION"- FORMAT (16 F5.2) 
AINC - mass of the incident projectile 
EINC - projectile energy in MeV 
Z2 -target charge 
A2 - target number of mass 
FMOL - natural target atomic mass 
DENS - volumic mass of naturel target in g/cra 

2 EPAIS - target thickness in rag/cm 
Zl - charge of the recoiling nucleus 
Al - mass of the recoiling nucleus 
ETRON - number of evaporated neutrons 
PROTON - number of evaporated protons 
ALPHA - number of evaporated alphas 

4.2. CARD-PARAMETERS"- FORMAT {411, 14, 2ll, E10.4, 10F5.2) 
INDl, IND2, IND3, IND4 - indicators described in 3.1 TOST 
HCX - channels number of each experimental spectrum 
IDSP1 - identification number of the 90° spectrum on the disk file 
IDSP2 - Identification number of the 8° spectrum 
TODEP - lifetime value (in second) of the studied line (or assumed central 

value in the case of a lifetime saarch) 



ANGL - detector angle 6 with respect to the beam direction (in degree) 
CAN - a coefficient of the nuclear stopping power (cf. 3.1. TOST) 
CAMUIi - multiplicator coefficient on CAN (or the lifetime TO) in loops 

where CAN (or TO) are searched step by step. 

EXPO - exponent coefficient of the nuclear stopping power (cf. 3.1 TOST) 
CORCB - corrector factor on atomic stopping power if necessary 

(usual value CORCE = 1) 
FORK - In a loop on TO (or CAN), fits are plotted only if the new chi-square 

value x3 is near the preceeding one x2_« through the relation : 
Xj^/FORK < x.2 < x 2 _ t . FORK 

COSIG - correction factor on the computed width of the gaussian response 
of the detector/ if necessary (for example when the S12 keV peak 
Is taken as reference). Usual value t COSIG = 1. 

• COREN - addition corrector on the energy of the studied line if necessary 
COREN is in keV (usual value : COREN « O) 

RAEX - Unshifted peak to shifted peak heights experimental ratio 
(unused, but might be used as a prinar test in the approach of 
good fit) 

DELTA - Sine of the half angle of the cone which aroundsthe detector solid 
angle 

4.3. CARDWFEEDING WAV£LF0RMAT (II, 9X, 4E10.4, 6F5.2) 

KA - No of the case of the feeding ways of the studied level (c?. 3.17 FDST) 
TOI, T02, T03, T04 - lifetimes of the levels which feed the studied state 

In second 
A, B, C, J>t E - relative intensities of the side-feeding (T = O) of these levels 
A is ehe prompt feeding (with lifetime « zero) ; 1 - (A+B+C+E) is an eventual 
radioactivity component. 

4.4. CARD"REFERENCE PEAK" - FORMAT (615, **10.3) 
KBI, KBF - first and last channel numbers limiting the first background 

area 
KHI, KBF - first and last channel numbers limiting the second background 

area 
KB, KH - first and last channel numbers between which the reference peak 

will be fitted by a gaussian curve. 



B- - energy (in keV) of the reference peak 
The reference peak (well shaped, with knownenergy) is a radioactivity 
peak in the best caser or a Doppler undeformed peak at low energy (E<100 keV, 
or a Doppler unshifted part of a line because the area from KB to KH may 
be only the upper part of the reference peak. 

4.5. CARD "STUDIED PEAK AT 90c,,-FORMAT \0XS,Fl0.5) 

KBI, KBF, KHI, KHF-are the channels limits of the background areas which 
are to be fitted by a straight line (as in 4.4) 
XX, KF - are the channel limits of the studied peak at 6 = 90° 

In order to get; a good energy, only the upper well shaped part of the 
peak must be given except In the case of DELTA determination (IND3 = 1) 
where the whole line must be taken. 

KSX, KSP-are the first and last channels numbers of an area where lies 
a peak which would perturbe the Doppler shifted line at 9°. Comparison 
between forward and backward angles spectra answers wether it is the case.If it 
is so, the parasit will be substracted to the 8° spectrum with the follo
wing factor : 
COEFF - when there is no parasit p^ak to be substracted, COEFF must be 
equal to zero. 

4.6. CARD "STUDIED PEAK AT 6°" FORMAT (615) 

KBI, KBFr KHI, KHF-mean the same limits as in 4.4 
KZI, KZF-are the channels limits of the Doppler deformed line to be fitted 
by the theoretical line. 

4.7. CARD "XfY"- FORMAT <2(F10.5, E10.4, FtO.S)) 

This card is input card no 4 in the case (IND4 - 2) of two mixed lines. 
<cf. Fig.2). X refers to the known lifetime line, Y refers to the unknown 
lifetime line to be enquired 
ENEX - is the energy (in keV) of the line 
TOX - is its known lifetime (in second} 
COX - is the ratio of the line intensity 
ENEY - is the energy of the studied gamma 
TOY -is the assumed central value of the unknown lifetime 
COY - is the ratio of the liTte intensity (COX + COY - 1) 
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5) ERROR MESSAGES 

- The spectrum area to be fitted must contain less than 100 channels. 
A message in PRESP warns the user of such an error. If the user needs 
more than 100 channels, he must change the dimensions of PIC, ¥Z, ER, 
PICY, YSl, YAX and the card EQUIVALENCE in the main programm TOST. 

- The number of slices of the target NTT ° 300 must be large enough 
to give good results in the step-by.step slowing down of the nucleus, 
but it must be small enough with respect to KDIM = 5O0 which is the di
mension of BE and TE (velocity and elapsed time of the nucleus). NDIM 
must indeed be larger than every NTMAX which gives the maximum number 
of target slices reached by the nucleus <when it has born in the first 
slice). A warning message in VTTROM prevents the user fron such an error. 

- An other case where dimensions may be exceeded, is that of the velocity 
spectrum which is computed in Disvrr. From zero to B„r velocities are 
located betwesn channels 1 and 10 + NVI • 40, but the maximum velocity 
(when evaporated particles are all emitted backward) must be converted 
in a channel number <NVIP * 70. The user is warned by an error message 
in DISVIT. 

- A message is also printed out when subroutine SIMONE cannot invert 
• matrix (when a background straight line is fitted in DROITE or when 
the upper part of a peak is fitted by a gaussian curve in CENTRO) 

- Specific computer error messages are also printed down when area are 
not correctly given (initial channel > final channel), when formula in 
FOET are not computable (T03 £ T04), etc. 

6) DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST ROW 

The test run deals with the search of the apparent lifetime 
of the 1224 keV level in Co which decays directly to the ground state 
(see Tig. A). The forward 8 = 25° and backward 6 = 160° angles y spectra 
have been obtained with a GeLi detector which had an in-beam energy reso-



1 lution of 2.5 keV at 1224 keV. Energy calibration of the spectra is pro
vided by the 86 keV line of an added radioactive source of Bu and by 
the 3124 keV radioactivity y ray of Cu made through {a, pn). 

All the input data are printed out, and the other outputs are 
also sufficiently clear to avoid any further explanations* 

The authors would like to thank Dr. A. GIORNl for helpful 
discussions. 
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FIGURES CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 - Program working for a lifetime search (fit a pure y line). That 
case IND1 • IHD2 « IND3 = IND4 • O has been employed for the 
1224 keV line in Fig.4 . 

Fig. 2 - Program working for a lifetime search in the case of two mixed 
Y lines {X lifetime is known,.Y lifetime is searched) 

Fig. 3 - a) in subroutine EVAP , 5 slices of speed of recoiling nuclei are 
considered. One of these slims 6. < & < $2 , is divided in nuclei 
which recoil along the beam .*xis and are detected by the GeLi with 
a 0° Doppler angle, and in nuclei wich recoil with an average angle 
Y around the beam direction (darkened area). 
b> That last kind of nuclei velocities forms a crown which may be 
divided in four equal parts 1-2-3 and 4, each of them making an 
average angle kd» with respect to the beam direction but detected 
with various Doppler angles • 
Part 1 gives a Doppler angle 6 - fcH7 for the detector located at 8°. 
Part 2 gives a Doppler angle 6 + k ip -
Part 3 and part 4 give a Doppler angle of which cosine is cos 8 
cos k*f . 

Eg 
Fig. 4 - For the reaction Ni + a with E M » 32 MeV, the fits of two Y rays 

of Ni and Co are presented. The comparison between the two ex
perimental Doppler deformed lines exhibits that in the case of Co 
obtained through (a,ap) the broadening is much more important that 
for Hi got via (a,2p), that phenomenon might be used as the signa
ture of the out going channel. In that reaction the velocity of the -4 center of mass is 5 = v/c * B5 x 10 and the niaxiramn change of the o 
velocity due to the particles evaporation {calculated when both 
particles are emitted in the same direction) is B : 

3 * 37 x 10 for the 5 7Co and ^Ni nuclei respectively. 



r - ~i 
Fits of the 1084 keV line have been obtained for the search of nuclear 
stopping power parameters (EXPO and CAN, case IND 4 = 1 } because of the 

60 long lived level {423 ps in Ref li ) located at 5345 keV in Ni 
•Fits of the 1224 keV v ray have been done in the ±>earch of the apparent 
lifetime (averaging all the feeding «ays) of the Co first excited level and 
using the average preceeding nuclear stopping power parameters (EXPO = 1.1, 
CAM = 1.0B). 
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